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Abstract Conflict in the Stroop task is thought to come from
various stages of processing, including semantics. Two-to-one
response mappings, in which two response-set colors share a
common response location, have been used to isolate stimu-
lus–stimulus (semantic) from stimulus–response conflict in
the Stroop task. However, the use of congruent trials as a
baselinemeans that the measured effects could be exaggerated
by facilitation, and recent research using neutral, non-color-
word trials as a baseline has supported this notion. In the
present study, we sought to provide evidence for stimulus–
stimulus conflict using an oculomotor Stroop task and an ear-
ly, preresponse pupillometric measure of effort. The results
provided strong (Bayesian) evidence for no statistical differ-
ence between two-to-one response-mapping trials and neutral
trials in both saccadic response latencies and preresponse
pupillometric measures, supporting the notion that the differ-
ence between same-response and congruent trials indexes fa-
cilitation in congruent trials, and not stimulus–stimulus con-
flict, thus providing evidence against the presence of
semantic conflict in the Stroop task. We also demonstrated
the utility of preresponse pupillometry in measuring Stroop
interference, supporting the idea that pupillary effects are not
simply a residue of making a response.
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The Stroop effect refers to the finding that people are slower to
name the color that a word is printed in when the word spells
out another color (incongruent trials—e.g., the word red in
blue) than to name the color of a square (Stroop, 1935) or to
name a word’s color when the word spells out the same color
(congruent trials—e.g., the word red in red; Klein, 1964; see
MacLeod, 1991, for a review). The Stroop task has been de-
scribed as the gold standard for measuring attention
(MacLeod, 1992) and has been the focus of influential models
of attention (e.g., Cohen, Dunbar, &McClelland 1990; Glaser
& Glaser, 1989; Roelofs, 2003).
The Stroop effect has been attributed to having to resolve
conflict at the response stage when the color and the meaning
of the word each activate different responses (referred to as
response conflict or stimulus–response conflict; Cohen et al.,
1990; MacLeod, 1991; Roelofs, 2003). However, some re-
searchers have posited that, in addition to interference/
conflict resolution at the response stage, performance in the
Stroop task also requires conflict resolution at earlier process-
ing stages (e.g., De Houwer, 2003b; Goldfarb & Henik,
2007; Hock & Egeth, 1970; Klein, 1964; Parris, 2014;
Schmidt & Cheesman, 2005; Sharma & McKenna, 1998;
H. Zhang & Kornblum, 1998; H. H. Zhang, Zhang, &
Kornblum, 1999).
One such stage is semantic processing. This is controver-
sial, however, since key models of the Stroop task account for
interference in terms of response-level conflict only (Cohen
et al., 1990; Roelofs, 2003). To establish whether semantic
conflict is present in the Stroop task, researchers have tended
to use semantic–associative Stroop stimuli (e.g., sky in red,
where sky is associated with blue). Numerous studies have
shown evidence of a small but consistent semantic–associa-
tive Stroop effect (Augustinova& Ferrand, 2012; Klein, 1964;
Schmidt & Cheesman, 2005; Sharma & McKenna, 1998).
However, the use of such stimuli is problematic, since it is
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not clear whether semantic interference is the only effect that
slows down semantic–associative trials. For example, in his
model of the Stroop task, Roelofs (2003) might account for
semantic–associative Stroop effects as resulting from concep-
tual (semantic) level connections between the semantic–asso-
ciative stimuli and the response set colors (sky is associated
with blue, which is a member of the response set). However,
the interference would only arise as a result of interactions in
the language production (response) architecture. Thus, one
might interpret the semantic–associative Stroop effect as be-
ing due to response-level, and not to semantic-level, conflict
(see also Klein, 1964, for a similar argument). Even if this
were an inaccurate representation of Roelofs’s model, there
is an unavoidable logical conundrum with the use of such
stimuli, in that as long as response-level conflict is present,
one can never be sure whether the conflict is occurring at the
semantic-processing stage or at the response-level stage as a
consequence of semantic-level connections to response set
colors. Thus, to establish semantic-processing effects, one
would need to present a Stroop stimulus that did not involve
response conflict.
One such stimulus derives from the dimension overlap
(DO) models (see H. H. Zhang et al., 1999, for an in-depth
review of the taxonomy of DO models). DO models attribute
interference effects in perceptual interference tasks, including
the Stroop task, to overlap in the stimulus and response di-
mensions. This overlap can occur at a semantic level, between
the dimensions of the stimulus (known as stimulus–stimulus
or S–S overlap; Kornblum & Lee, 1995), or at a response
level, between the stimulus and response (S–R) dimensions
(Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990). S–S overlap refers
to similarity (defined as having the same characteristics) be-
tween the two stimulus dimensions (in the case of the Stroop
task, the two stimulus dimensions, word and color, overlap
because they both refer to the category of colors), whereas
S–R overlap refers to how relevant a stimulus dimension is
to a response dimension. When two dimensions overlap, the
resulting effect depends on the compatibility (how much they
match) of the stimulus dimensions (De Houwer, 2003a;
Kornblum et al., 1990). On a congruent Stroop trial, both the
S–S (the word and the color) and S–R (the word and the
correct color response patch) dimensions are compatible,
whereas on an incongruent trial, both S–S and S–R are incom-
patible. Congruent trials are typically responded to faster than
incongruent trials, which could be due to the effects of com-
patibility at either or both the S–S and S–R levels.
To dissociate the effects of S–S and S–R compatibility, De
Houwer (2003b) introduced a variant of the Stroop paradigm
in which each response button maps onto two different colors
(e.g., red and blue are assigned one button, whereas green and
yellow are assigned another button). This two-to-one
response-mapping paradigm allows for a new type of trial
(same-response trials), in which the stimulus dimensions are
of different colors, yet both colors are mapped to the same
response (e.g., the word red in blue font, and both the Bred^
and Bblue^ responses are mapped to the Bx^ key). This means
that, on same-response trials, the S–S relationship is incom-
patible, whereas the S–R relationship is compatible, allowing
for the individual effects of S–S and S–R compatibility to be
inferred by comparing the performance on same-response tri-
als to that on congruent and incongruent trials, respectively.
Studies that have isolated S–S effects (De Houwer, 2003b;
Schmidt & Cheesman, 2005; Zhang & Kornblum, 1998) have
reported that S–S incompatibility independently contributes to
the Stroop interference effect. These studies compared same-
response trials (S–S incompatible, S–R compatible) to incon-
gruent (S–S incompatible, S–R incompatible) and congruent
(S–S compatible, S–R compatible) trials. Faster and slower
responses to same-response than to incongruent and congru-
ent trials, respectively, have commonly been observed. The
difference between congruent and same-response trials was
interpreted as evidence for S–S incompatibility or semantic
conflict. The difference between incongruent and same-
response trials was interpreted as evidence for a distinction
between response and semantic conflict and established the
two-to-one mapping approach as key to the argument that
semantic-level conflict contributes to Stroop interference
(Schmidt & Cheesman, 2005).
Although, at first blush, interpreting the difference between
same-response and congruent trials as a form of conflict seems
a reasonable interpretation, given the Kornblum et al. (1990)
taxonomy, same-response trials might involve response facil-
itation, since both dimensions of the stimulus provide evi-
dence toward the same response (as was indicated by De
Houwer 2003b). A related point is the appropriateness of
using congruent trials as a baseline for the measurement of
interference, since they involve facilitation effects (T. L.
Brown, 2011). This means that any measurement of interfer-
ence using them as a baseline is potentially exaggerated by
facilitation effects, which consequently indicates the need for
a more appropriate baseline.
Typical baseline conditions used in Stroop paradigms have
been nonword letter strings (e.g., xxxx) and neutral (non-col-
or-related) words. T. L. Brown (2011) argued that these two
conditions generally show different RTs, with the slower re-
sponses to neutral trials being attributed to a lexicality cost.
Any baseline against which to compare same-response trial
would therefore have to include a lexical component. Laeng,
Ørbo, Holmlund, and Miozzo (2011) emphasized the same
point in recommending neutral words over nonwords as
baselines for pupillometry studies, because measurements
that involve comparing them to color word trials would po-
tentially include differences in lexical information in addition
to semantic processing.
Despite this, subsequent studies using the two-to-one map-
ping paradigm have interpreted the difference between same-
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response and congruent trials as evidence of semantic conflict
(e.g., A. Chen, Bailey, Tiernan, & West, 2011; van Veen &
Carter, 2005). To investigate whether this measurement of
semantic conflict is affected by facilitation to either congruent
or same-response trials, Hasshim and Parris (2014) compared
performance on same-response and non-color-word neutral
trials (e.g., wall in blue) in two experiments. If same-
response trials produced slower responses than non-color-
word neutral trials, it would be evidence of semantic interfer-
ence; alternatively, if same-response trials produced faster re-
sponses than non-color-word neutral trials, it would be evi-
dence of response facilitation. In fact, the difference in the RTs
was shown to be statistically nonsignificant in both experi-
ments, and Bayes factors provided evidence for no difference
between the two trial types. It was suggested that this finding
could be interpreted as either (1) being due to two different
processes (semantic interference and response facilitation)
working in opposite directions, resulting in a negligible net
effect, or (2) evidence for no effect of S–S incompatibility/
semantic conflict in the Stroop task. This latter possibility is
important to consider, because not only is it contrary to studies
that have attributed same-response trial performance to se-
mantic input effects (De Houwer, 2003b; Schmidt &
Cheesman, 2005), but the two-to-one response-mapping par-
adigm has been employed in recent studies putatively
evidencing a dissociation between response and semantic
conflict (Berggren & Derakshan, 2014; A. Chen et al.,
2011; Z. Chen, Lei, Ding, Li, & Chen, 2013; Steinhauser
& Hübner, 2009; Wendt, Heldmann, Münte, & Kluwe,
2007). Researchers have utilized congruent trials as a base-
line to measure response conflict and have successfully dif-
ferentiated response- and semantic-based conflict using dis-
tribution analysis (A. Chen et al., 2011; Steinhauser &
Hübner, 2009). Furthermore, researchers have claimed to
show that S–S and S–R forms of incompatibility activate
different brain regions using neuroimaging (A. Chen et al.,
2011; van Veen & Carter, 2005).
Although Hasshim and Parris (2014) did find evidence for
no difference between nonresponse and neutral trials in their
first experiment, the Bayes factor for the second experiment
was only 0.58, which suggests that the null results in that
experiment might have been due to the data being too insen-
sitive to detect the effect (Dienes, 2014). In the present study,
we investigated whether S–S incompatibility/semantic inter-
ference effects during the Stroop task could be revealed using
a new, more sensitive measure of performance and an online
measure of effort expenditure.
Oculomotor measures of performance
As Logan and Irwin (2000) noted, eye movements are con-
trolled by anatomical pathways that are separate from those
that control hand movements, which might suggest that eye
movement responses can reveal effects that are not present
with manual responses. Moreover, they have noted that eye
movements often precede hand movements, suggesting that
mechanisms in operation early in processing might dissipate
before hand movements are made. Sullivan and Edelman
(2009) have noted that the link between attention and saccade
programming is greater than the link between attention and
manual motor programming.
Saccadic responses have recently been employed as an
alternative to manual or vocal responses as a means to reliably
measure Stroop interference. Hodgson, Parris, Gregory, and
Jarvis (2009) utilized a saccadic Stroop task, in which partic-
ipants responded to stimuli by moving their gaze to a different
location on a screen instead of by pressing a button. They
found that the latencies of the saccades showed Stroop effects,
with the saccades for incongruent trials being initiated more
slowly than those for congruent trials. Taken together, this
work suggests that the oculomotor Stroop task might provide
an alternative measure of potential differences between the
conditions. Moreover, the use of eyetracking also permits
the measurement of pupil dilation.
Pupillometry as a measure of effort
Eyetracking not only permits the measurement of response
latencies, but also provides a measure of changes in pupil size.
Pupillometry, the measurement of change in the size of the
pupil, has been used as a measure of effort in psychology
(Laeng, Sirois, & Gredebäck, 2012; see Loewenfeld, 1993,
for a review), with the pupil becoming larger as more cognitive
effort is exerted. Evidence for this has been shown in larger
pupil sizes being measured when the experimental stimuli pre-
sented were more intense (Stelmack & Siddle, 1982) and with
increased memory load (Beatty, 1982; Granholm, Asarnow,
Sarkin, & Dykes, 1996; Kahneman, 1973; Kahneman &
Beatty, 1966). In the context of the Stroop task, it has been
shown that the diameter of the pupil is largest during incongru-
ent trials, relative to both neutral (Laeng et al., 2011) and non-
word neutral (G. G. Brown et al., 1999) trials, which in turn
elicit larger pupil diameters than congruent trials (Siegle,
Steinhauer, & Thase, 2004). This means that change in pupil
diameter is a robust measure of Stroop effects and can be used
in conjunction with other measures, such as saccadic latencies,
to differentiate between trials in different conditions (Laeng
et al., 2012). Moreover, pupil measurement imposes no addi-
tional task requirements on the process being studied, since
changes in pupil dilation are involuntary.
Importantly for the present purposes, research has shown
that pupil dilation and response times (RTs) do not necessarily
track each other. Porter, Troscianko, and Gilchrist (2007)
showed that effort registered using pupil dilation can index
difficulty during a visual search task when RTs do not.
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Similarly, Chiew and Braver (2013) showed that transient pu-
pillary effects indexing reward incentives are present even
when RT performance is matched. Conversely, van der Meer
et al. (2010) used pupillometry to show that individuals with
higher fluid intelligence respond faster during low-level cog-
nitive tasks while expending amounts of effort equal to those
of individuals with lower fluid intelligence. Taken together,
this research shows that it is possible that the factors that affect
RTs may not be the same as those that influence pupil dilation,
and as such, pupil dilation might reveal influences on perfor-
mance that RTs do not. Here we investigated whether
pupillometry can dissociate between same-response trials
and neutral trials, on the assumption that same-response trials
involve either opposing influences of semantic conflict and
response facilitation, or just semantic conflict. One would as-
sume that resolving opposing influences or S–S incompatibil-
ity would require effort, and that pupillometry might provide a
method sensitive enough to detect this.
Preresponse measures of pupil size
Typically, pupillometric measures are taken by averaging pu-
pil size within an entire block of trials (e.g., G. G. Brown et al.,
1999), which means that each block can only contain one
experimental condition. Laeng et al. (2011) and Siegle et al.
(2004) addressed this when they investigated the time course
of pupillometric change within each trial by measuring the
size of the pupil every 20 ms in each trial, up to 2,000 ms after
stimulus onset. Their results showed that generally, the size of
the pupil increases after the presentation of the stimulus, ini-
tially peaking about 400 ms after onset before decreasing
again back to baseline levels. This is followed by a larger
dilation that peaks about 1,400 ms after response. The second
peak is where the biggest difference in pupil sizes across the
different condition occurs, with the largest pupil diameters
occurring after the presentation of incongruent trials. Laeng
et al. (2011) indicated that an issue with using a post-
behavioral-response measure is the possibility that it may sim-
ply indicate residual change due to the response that was made
(Simpson, 1969). Although Laeng et al. argued that the differ-
ing patterns induced by the different conditions suggested that
the second peak was not simply a reflection of the behavioral
response, they highlighted the need for further research into
pupillometry as a measure of cognitive processes, especially
since it is a delayedmeasure, with the dilation occurring after a
behavioral response has been made. This is of primary impor-
tance in the present study, since it is important that methods be
adopted that increase the likelihood of the pupillometric mea-
sure not simply being a residual change due to the response
that was made.
Pre-behavioral-response measures of changes in pupil di-
ameter have generally not been used, because the initial peak
that occurs within this timeframe is not significantly different
across the different conditions (e.g., Laeng et al., 2011). How-
ever it should be noted that the time-course measurement of
pupil size across the trials does show differences in the dip just
before a behavioral response is given. There are differences in
the minimum sizes of the pupil and in when the minimum
sizes occur when different conditions are presented. Hence,
it would be a worthwhile endeavor to investigate whether
pupillometric data taken before a response can be used as a
measure of Stroop interference. If Stroop interference can be
reliably measured with preresponse pupillary data, this can be
considered a simpler alternative to postresponse pupil size,
and this is also useful when the task design does not allow
for the long response–stimulus interval that the measurement
of the postresponse peak requires.
In sum, in the present study we investigated whether S–S
incompatibility effects during the Stroop task, as measured by
the difference between same-response trials and non-color-
related neutral word trials, would be revealed using an oculo-
motor version of the Stroop task—a new, more sensitive mea-
sure of performance—as well as via pupillometry—a well-
established measure of effort expenditure in cognitive tasks.
With the latter index, we employed a preresponse measure of
pupil size to reduce the influence of the response on pupil size.
Method
Participants
Thirty-three students (25 female, eight male) from Bourne-
mouth University participated in the study in exchange for
course credit or £5. The average age was 22.15 years (SD =
4.61). The data from five other participants were excluded
from the analyses because accurate calibration could not be
maintained during the session and they were unable to com-
plete all of the experimental trials.
Apparatus and materials
Stimuli were presented using a standard PC running Experi-
ment Builder software (SR Research Ltd) and displayed on a
color monitor displaying at 120 Hz. The movement of only
one eye was recorded using an EyeLink 1000 (SR Research
Ltd.), recording both pupil and corneal reflection and sam-
pling at 500 Hz (every 2 ms). Participants went through a
nine-point calibration and validation before the start of each
block. Eye movement and pupillometric parameters were ex-
tracted offline using Data Viewer (SR Research Ltd.).
During the task, participants placed their head and chin on a
headrest positioned 60 cm from the screen. The stimuli were
presented in the center of the screen in one of four colors: blue
(RGB: 0, 125, 255), green (RGB: 0, 255, 0), red (RGB: 255, 0,
0), and yellow (RGB: 255, 255, 0). Two white squares 200 ×
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200 pixels in size appeared in the top left and right corners of
the screen, and participants made saccadic responses to one of
the squares. Each square corresponded to a pair of colors (e.g.,
Bif the color of the word is either blue or red, look at the square
on the left; if it is either green or yellow, look at the square on
the right^). There were four trial conditions: congruent, neu-
tral, same-response, and different-response trials. On
congruent trials, the word spelled out the corresponding color
that it was presented in, whereas on neutral trials, the word
was a non-color-related word. On same-response trials, the
word spelled out an incongruent color, which shared the same
response location as the relevant color dimension, whereas in
different-response trials, the incongruent color word always
referred to a color whose response location was on the oppo-
site side from that of the correct response. The neutral words
wall, due, story, and marvelwere used in the neutral trials and
were matched for frequency and length to the color words.
The words were presented in lowercase, bold, and in size-20
Courier New font on a black background.
Procedure
At the beginning of each trial a fixation cross appeared in the
center of the screen, and as soon as it was fixated on, it was
replaced by the Stroop stimulus, and the two response squares
appeared at the top corners of the screen. Participants were
asked to move their gaze toward the square that corresponded
to the correct response of the stimulus, and to do so as quickly
and accurately as possible. Once a fixation of 100 ms had been
made in the area of the correct square (up to 100 pixels around
the square), the stimulus and squares were replaced with the
fixation cross for the next trial.
At the start of each session, participants went through a
practice block of 48 trials made up of strings of hash symbols
(#) from three to six characters in length. Color patches cor-
responding to the colors assigned to the response squares were
placed above the white squares, to aid participants in remem-
bering the response locations, and subsequently were removed
during the experimental trials. This was followed by 240 ex-
perimental trials, consisting of 48 trials each of the congruent,
neutral, and same-response conditions and 96 trials of
different-response trials, broken down into three blocks of
80 trials each. The number of different-response trials was
double that in the other conditions in order to control for
contingency effects (see Schmidt & Besner, 2008, and
Schmidt, Crump, Cheesman, & Besner, 2007, for reviews).
Analyses
Pupil size (area) was calculated by the eyetracking software
and recorded in pixels. After each participant completed the
task, a single measurement of a 4-mm dot was recorded from
the same camera location (the placement of the camera was
adjusted for each participant), and this was used as a reference
point to convert all measurements from pixels to millimeters.
Pupillary information from the onset of the stimuli to the when
an initial saccade of >5 deg was made were used in the anal-
yses. Trials in which the initial saccade was not within 45 deg
of the direction toward the correct square were classified as
invalid and were not included in the analyses, along with trials
in which the time taken to make the initial large saccade was
<200 ms or >2,500 ms. Incorrect trials were defined as those
in which the initial saccade was made within 45 deg of the
direction toward the incorrect square, and these were omitted
from the main analyses, as well. Using these criteria, 88.43 %
of the total responses were included in the analyses.
Results
Analysis of errors
The proportions of error trials were 4.5 %, 4.6 %, 3.6 %, and
5.5 %, respectively, for the congruent, neutral, same-response,
and incongruent trials. A one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was conducted on these proportions and was found
to be statistically significant [F(3, 96) = 3.29, p = .024, r = .18],
and pairwise comparisons revealed that incongruent trials had
more incorrect trials than same-response trials [t(32) = 3.11, p =
.004, r = .48]. The other pairwise comparisons were statistically
nonsignificant [congruent vs. neutral, t(32) = 0.223, p = .825, r
= .04; congruent vs. same-response, t(32) = –1.39, p = .173, r =
.24; congruent vs. incongruent, t(32) = 1.73, p = .093, r = .29;
neutral vs. same-response, t(32) = –1.51, p = .140, r = .26;
neutral vs. incongruent, t(32) = 1.59, p = .123, r = .27].
Saccadic latencies
The mean RTs of valid saccades for congruent, neutral,
same-response, and incongruent trials were 437.55, 460.53,
462.10, and 478.79 ms. A one-way repeated measures
ANOVA was conducted and was found to be statistically
significant [F(3, 96) = 14.37, p < .001, r = .36].
Pairwise comparisons revealed that congruent trials had the
fastest RTs [vs. neutral, t(32) = 3.48, p = .001, r = .52; vs.
same-response, t(32) = 3.92, p < .001, r = .57; vs. incongruent,
t(32) = 6.95, p < .001, r = .78] and incongruent trials had the
slowest RTs [vs. neutral, t(32) = 2.55, p = .016, r = .41; vs.
same-response, t(32) = 2.78, p = .009, r = .44].
The difference between the RTs of neutral and same-
response trials was nonsignificant [t(32) = 0.27, p = .789, r
= .048]. To determine whether there was evidence for no dif-
ference between the RTs of the two conditions, a Bayes factor
(Dienes, 2011) was calculated using Dienes’s online calcula-
tor (www.lifesci.sussex.ac.uk/home/Zoltan_Dienes/inference/
bayes_factor.swf). A Bayes factor of less than 0.33 indicates
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support for the null hypothesis, whereas one that is larger than
3.0 indicate support for the alternative hypothesis. Since we
were investigating the difference between the same two trial
types as Hasshim and Parris (2014), similar parameters were
used to calculate the Bayes factor. Using a prior expected
range of 6–45 ms for an effect with an assumed uniform
distribution (i.e., all values were equally likely), the Bayes
factor returned a value of 0.09, indicating strong support for
the null hypothesis of no difference between the RTs of the
two conditions.
Pupil size
For each participant, the means of the maximum, average, and
minimum pupil sizes during each trial up to the first saccade
were obtained and analyzed separately. Table 1 shows the
average maximum and minimum pupil diameters, the time
after stimulus onset at which they occurred, and the time taken
to make a saccade to the correct response. The mean pupil size
at the onset of a trial was 4.191 mm (SE = 0.055), which
indicates that there was a small initial dilation in pupil size,
followed by a large constriction.
Maximum pupil diameter
The mean maximum pupil diameters in the congruent, neutral,
same-response, and incongruent trials were 4.204, 4.204, 4.203,
and 4.202 mm, respectively. The repeated measures one-way
ANOVAs for pupil diameter and the latency at which it occurred
were nonsignificant [F(3, 96) = 0.017, p = .997, r = .013 and
F(3, 96) = 0.646, p = .588, r = .082, respectively].
Average pupil diameter
The average pupil diameters in the congruent, neutral, same-
response, and incongruent trials were 4.138, 4.132, 4.127, and
4.123mm, respectively. A repeatedmeasures one-wayANOVA
was nonsignificant [F(3, 96) = 1.586, p = .198, r = .127].
Minimum pupil diameter
The minimum pupil diameters occurred at 316.92, 353.52,
344.38, and 355.41 ms after target onset. A repeated measures
one-way ANOVA for the latencies was significant [F(3, 96) =
13.69, p < .001, r = .353], and follow up analyses revealed the
latency to congruent trials to be faster than the latencies to
neutral [t(32) = 6.06, p < .001, r = .73], same-response
[t(32) = 3.27, p = .003, r = .50], and incongruent [t(32) =
5.66, p < .001, r = .71] trials; the other three conditions, on
the other hand, were nonsignificantly different from each oth-
er [same-response vs. neutral, t(32) = –1.23, p = .230, r = .21;
incongruent vs. neutral, t(32) = 0.34, p = .740, r = .06; and
same-response vs. incongruent, t(32) = 1.85, p = .074, r = .31].
The mean minimum pupil diameters in the congruent, neu-
tral, same-response, and incongruent trials were 1.879, 1.925,
1.929, and 1.954 mm, respectively, indicating that the pupil
constricted to a size smaller than at target onset. The repeated
measures one-way ANOVA was significant [F(3, 96) =
15.162, p < .001, r = .37]. Pairwise comparisons showed that
congruent trials had the smallest minimum size [vs. neutral,
t(32) = 3.91, p < .001, r = .57; vs. same-response, t(32) = 3.80,
p = .001, r = .56; vs. incongruent, t(32) = 6.68, p < .001, r =
.76] and that incongruent trials had the largest [vs. neutral,
t(32) = 2.50, p = .018, r = .40; vs. same-response, t(32) =
2.95, p = .006, r = .46]. The difference between the minimum
pupil sizes of neutral and same-response trials was nonsignif-
icant [t(32) = 0.36, p = .720, r = 0.064]. As with RTs, a Bayes
factor was calculated to determine whether there was evidence
for no difference between the two conditions. Since there were
no prior findings on such an effect using minimum pupil sizes,
the only reference for the size of the effect was the difference
between either neutral and congruent or incongruent and neu-
tral trials. The larger of the differences, 0.045 mm, was used as
the upper bound, whereas the lower bound was the propor-
tionate equivalent to the one used in Hasshim and Parris
(2014), 0.006 mm. The Bayes factor returned was 0.31, which
is evidence for the null hypothesis of no difference between
the two conditions.
Discussion
Using an oculomotor version of the two-to-one response-
mapping manipulation in the Stroop task, the RTs of saccadic
responses and minimum pupil sizes were found to be consis-
tent with the findings of the manual-response version used by
Table 1 Average (with SE)
maximum and minimum pupil
sizes for each condition up to
response, along with the average
times at which they occurred after
stimuli onset
Condition Maximum Diameter Minimum Diameter Saccadic RT
Size (mm) Latency (ms) Size (mm) Latency (ms)
Congruent 4.204 (0.112) 188.40 (10.05) 1.879 (0.047) 316.92 (19.31) 437.55 (17.80)
Neutral 4.204 (0.110) 186.46 (8.85) 1.925 (0.049) 353.52 (19.98) 460.53 (18.43)
Same response 4.203 (0.114) 189.18 (9.85) 1.929 (0.049) 344.38 (21.33) 462.10 (18.43)
Incongruent 4.202 (0.113) 192.77 (10.71) 1.954 (0.050) 355.41 (20.59) 478.79 (20.96)
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Hasshim and Parris (2014). Saccadic RTs to congruent trials
were fastest, followed by those of neutral and same-response
trials, and the RTs to incongruent trials were the slowest. The
Bayes factor for the difference between neutral and same-
response trials indicated evidence for no statistical difference
between their RTs. The preresponse pupil size measurements
showed that the experimental conditions could not be differ-
entiated by maximum and average pupil sizes. However, the
minimum pupil sizes, which occurred after the initial pupil
dilations, showed diverging condition effects similar to those
of the saccadic RTs. Congruent trials resulted in the smallest
minimum pupil size, whereas the minimum pupil size was
largest for incongruent trials. The minimum pupil diameters
for neutral and same-response trials were larger than in con-
gruent trials, but smaller than in incongruent trials. However,
they were nonsignificantly different from each other, with a
Bayes factor that suggests evidence for no difference. Since
the maximum pupil diameter occurred before a subsequent
constriction and was found not to differentiate trial types, it
can be inferred that the minimum pupil size was not due to
residual effects of the initial dilation.
The latencies at which the maximum pupil diameter oc-
curred were also shown not to differ by condition. In contrast,
for the minimum diameter the average latency of congruent
trials was different (faster) than those in the other three condi-
tions. The noncorrespondence of these latencies with those of
the saccadic RTs indicates that they are not a direct result of
one another, and also indicates that the differences in the mea-
surements of minimum diameter are not due to the different
preresponse sampling times. The initial pupil dilation is con-
sistent with studies that have looked at the time courses of
pupillary measures (e.g., Laeng et al., 2011; van der Meer
et al., 2010), and Laeng et al. (2011) suggested that the initial
pupil dilation may be due to attentional changes brought about
by the appearance of a stimulus. Since the identity of the
stimulus cannot be predicted at the start of the trial, the similar
level of pupil dilation might be a reflection of the cognitive
system being prepared for any condition. As we noted in the
introduction, pupil dilation is an indirect index of effort, which
suggests that the subsequent constriction could reflect the lev-
el of effort required for attentional processing at the start for
each of the different trial types. More specifically, since even
non-color word neutral trials likely involve some form of con-
flict, whereas congruent trials involve mainly facilitation in
this context, it is possible that the lesser constrictions in the
neutral, same-response, and incongruent trials index the extra
effort required to deal with the extra conflict.1
Researchers have posited that in addition to interference/
conflict resolution at the response stage, performance in the
Stroop task also requires conflict resolution at earlier
processing stages (e.g., De Houwer, 2003b; Goldfarb &
Henik, 2007; Klein, 1964; Parris, 2014; Schmidt &
Cheesman, 2005; Sharma & McKenna, 1998; H. Zhang &
Kornblum, 1998; H. H. Zhang et al., 1999) with the DOmodel
attributing a portion of interference effects to overlap at a
semantic level between the dimensions of the stimulus (i.e.,
S–S overlap; Kornblum & Lee, 1995). Along with the results
of Hasshim and Parris (2014), the present results suggest no
differences between same-response and non-color-word neu-
tral trials in numerous measures of performance, thereby put-
ting in question the utility of the two-to-one color response-
mapping paradigm for measuring semantic or S–S conflict,
and equally putting in question the presence of semantic con-
flict in the Stroop task. However, it should be noted that the
previous results were obtained from oculomotor and manual-
response paradigms, and thus are not necessarily generalizable
to Stroop processing in other response modes. For example,
Sharma and McKenna (1998) showed the components of
Stroop interference to be different in manual and vocal re-
sponse modes, with semantic-level components being more
prominent in the latter, and they argued that the manual re-
sponse mode indexed interference at the response level only
(however, see M. Brown & Besner, 2001, for a reanalysis of
the Sharma &McKenna, 1998, data evidencing semantic con-
flict with a manual response).
In the context of the DO model, neutral trials have nei-
ther S–R nor S–S overlap, which means that the relationship
between the stimulus and response dimensions does not af-
fect performance. However, many studies employing the
Stroop task have calculated interference by subtracting neu-
tral from incongruent trials and calculated facilitation by
subtracting congruent from neutral trials, and have thus
shown that interference and facilitation are the products of
potentially different mechanisms (Goldfarb & Henik, 2007;
Kane & Engle, 2003; Parris, 2014) and should not be di-
rectly compared. We have shown that same-response trials
do not differ from neutral trials, and thus it seems increas-
ingly unlikely that same-response trials could be used to
differentiate the separate contributions of semantic (S–S)
and response (S–R) conflict.
One possible explanation for the results from Hasshim and
Parris (2014) is that S–S compatibility and S–R incompatibil-
ity work in opposing directions and cancel each other out.
Since compatibility has a facilitative effect and incompatibil-
ity an inhibitory one (De Houwer, 2003b), it would be possi-
ble to have a zero net effect if the two were of similar magni-
tudes. Since pupillometric changes reflect the amount of effort
exerted during the task (Laeng et al., 2012; Loewenfeld, 1993)
it was assumed that any effort involved in dealing with oppos-
ing influences or S–S conflict alone would be measurable via
pupillometry. Our data, however, showed no differences be-
tween same-response and neutral trials, suggesting no differ-
ential effort requirements.1 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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MacLeod (1998) suggested that the effect of facilitation
could be produced by inadvertent reading, so that some re-
sponses were made via the reading of the word, resulting in
faster responses to such trials (see also Kane & Engle, 2003).
Since such cases would be classified as errors on incongruent
trials but not on congruent trials (since the response was still
correct), this would result in faster mean RTs to the latter trial
type that would be included in later analysis. A similar sce-
nario could occur for same-response trials, since the responses
elicited by both dimensions would be correct. However, the
analyses of error rates did not support the idea of inadvertent
reading, since fewer errors to congruent and same-response
trials, as compared to the other trials, would have been pre-
dicted. Although incongruent trials showed more errors than
same-response trials (which can be attributed to additional
response conflict), the error rates for neutral trials were indi-
vidually nonsignificantly different from those of congruent
and same-response trials, which does not reflect an advantage
of inadvertent reading in the latter two conditions. More im-
portantly, the inadvertent-reading hypothesis would have trou-
ble accounting for data showing reverse facilitation effects as
a result of increased task conflict (Goldfarb & Henik, 2007).
Preresponse pupil measurement
Previous studies using pupillometry have focused on
postresponse information and the average pupil size through-
out the whole trial or block. The use of preresponse measures
of pupil information is not common in studies of cognitive
processes, and to our knowledge this has been the first study
to show their usefulness in measuring Stroop interference ef-
fects. Typically, studies measuring changes in pupil size have
reported the largest pupil dilation for incongruent trials,
followed by neutral and congruent trials, with the most rapid
dilation occurring after a response was made. However, as we
previously described, such a measure has potential theoretical
and methodological concerns. Being able to use preresponse
pupillary information would support the argument for changes
in pupil size being a measure that is independent of making a
response decision. Moreover, using this measure would also
allow for greater flexibility in the experimental procedure,
since there would be no restriction on the trial duration or
the response–stimulus interval between trials, which a
postresponse measure would require.
Although the preresponse measure of pupil size displayed
converging evidence with other measures of Stroop interfer-
ence, the fact that it did not capture the full range of pupillary
change in performing the task made it difficult to establish
whether the same processes were responsible for both the
pre and post pupillary effects. Richer and Beatty (1985) re-
ported pupil dilation occurring before the onset of a stimulus,
which suggests that the different aspects of responding, in-
cluding preparation, execution, and proprioceptive feedback,
are captured. It is likely that pupillary changes in the
preresponse time frame would capture only some aspects of
the cognitive process, albeit sufficiently to differentiate be-
tween standard Stroop effects.
To conclude, although researchers have argued that same-
response trials index semantic conflict and have used the
two-to-one response-mapping paradigm to isolate semantic
conflict from response conflict in the Stroop task, our results
with both pupillometry and saccadic RT measures showed
evidence for no difference between same-response and neu-
tral trials. These results support the suggestion that the pre-
viously measured effect likely indexes, or at the very least is
inflated by, facilitation on congruent trials, and is not wholly
due to semantic interference, casting doubt on the validity of
using same-response trials in such an endeavor. The
pupillometry data also showed that the Stroop effect can
be measured by variation in pupil sizes before a response
is made. This shows the utility of such a measure and its
usefulness in measuring Stroop interference effects in task
designs that do not allow for long response–stimulus inter-
vals, widening the situations in which pupillometry can be
used as a measure of Stroop effects.
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